
L.E.A.D. Academy Trust had never used
Sumdog before launching its first trust-
wide contest but, in just two months,
Sumdog successfully onboarded 257
teachers and 4,768 pupils.

Sumdog’s intuitive interface meant 
that pupils quickly got to grips with the 
platform. In preparation for the contest, 
they answered an impressive 3 million 
maths questions — that’s a lot of practice!

Example Term 3 Sumdog Contest Timeline

Many MATs across the UK find that Term 3 is the best time for them to enter into a 
Sumdog contest because their schools get:

l Highly engaged students at a time of year when this can be challenging

l Extra support with fluency around SATs and MTC

l Community and collaboration across trust schools

However, we know that Term 3 is busy in schools, with planning for SATs, the MTC, 
sports days, school fairs, leavers assemblies and everything in between!

With this in mind, Sumdog has developed a systematic timeline which means that 
trusts have minimal added work, with maximum added value.

‘The support from Sumdog so far has been instrumental in introducing the 
program into schools. They are on hand to support any issues and will offer 
online sessions to schools needing extra help with the setting-up process. Where 
schools have faced problems with setup, they have consistently dealt with this 
quickly and efficiently. Sumdog makes the process as easy as possible for the 
teachers and me.’

Cat Stone,  
Primary Lead Practitioner for Maths



Date Sumdog Your MAT

March Discovery Call to understand vision and where 
Sumdog will add value

April
Set up schools and MIS 

integration

April / May
Deliver a session to Maths 

leads outlining contest
Arrange meeting of 

Maths leads

May / June
Work with schools to  

ensure they are set up and 
ready for contest

June / July

Sumdog contest

Post-contest celebration for winning school. 
Assembly and school visit from Sumdog.

July
Gather feedback from schools

Sumdog meet with Central Team

22 July End of the 2023–2024 academic year

September Sumdog subscription starts for those schools interested

13–16 May SATs

27-31
May

Half term

3–14 June MTC
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